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abjure Formally reject or disavow a formerly held belief, usually under pressure.
MPs were urged to abjure their Jacobite allegiance.

abrogation The act of abrogating; an official or legal cancellation.

afford Afford access to.
I can t afford to spend two hours with this person.

allocate
Distribute (resources or duties) for a particular purpose.
In past years we didn t allocate enough funds to infrastructure
maintenance.

allot Allow to have.
Equal time was allotted to each.

authorization A document giving official permission.
Deputies are given authorization to make arrests.

bestow Bestow a quality on.
Bestow an honor on someone.

bestowal A gift that is bestowed or conferred.

cancel A notation cancelling a previous sharp or flat.
Cancel the dinner party.

capitulate Surrender under agreed conditions.
The patriots had to capitulate to the enemy forces.

cede Give up (power or territory.
In 1874 the islands were ceded to Britain.

certificate Authorize by certificate.
A birth certificate.

compensate Make payment to compensate.
He will be richly compensated for his efforts.

concession A point conceded or yielded.
This strict rule was relaxed by concession.
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counterbalance
Neutralize or cancel by exerting an opposite influence.
The trolley used a counterbalance and leverage action to reduce the
effort of lifting loads.

credential Provide with credentials.
His campaign has refused to credential any reporter from that outlet.

distribute Cause to be distributed.
The middle term must be distributed at least once in the premises.

endow Furnish with an endowment.
The country is well endowed with mineral resources.

foreswear Turn away from; give up.
I am foreswearing women forever.

forgo Be earlier in time; go back further.
She wanted to forgo the tea and leave while they could.

grant A right or privilege that has been granted.
Grant a degree.

impart Make (information) known.
Shiitake mushrooms impart a wonderfully woody flavour to the salad.

offset Create an offset in.
Offset adjustment circuits.

presentation A visual representation of something.
The presentation of certificates to new members.

relinquish Turn away from; give up.
Relinquish your grip on the rope you won t fall.

submit Make an application as for a job or funding.
The original settlers were forced to submit to Bulgarian rule.

surrender The action of surrendering a lease or life insurance policy.
The last Taleban fighters finally surrendered.

waive Refrain from insisting on or using (a right or claim.
He will waive all rights to the money.

withdraw Withdraw from active participation.
It put me off taking the Pill my partner now withdraws.

yield Concede (a point of dispute.
He reeled into the house as the door yielded.
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